
Summerfield at Lake Linganore Village Meeting Minutes 

April 26, 2017 

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 pm. 

Old Business 

1. Items from 2016-2017 not closed-waiting for completion/action  

 

a. Water filling station at pool- scheduled 

b. Removal of cubbies in pool house to make private changing area 

c. Landscape upgrade at Steamboat entrances-work has begun, improvement already 

noticeable! 

d. Install light on marquis so it is visible at night- waiting for installment 

e. Repair the marquis backing (cracked during installation of new front). Residents have stated 

the sign is now much easier to see with the new clear front.  

f. Traffic signs at circle – Frederick Co. is to  determine if correct traffic signs are up-follow up 

with Denese. 

g. Revisit the summer shuttle service for Summerfield residents with Denese. What is the exact 

schedule and locations. It appears to have been unreliable in the past. 

New Business  

1. Village Clean up- April 22 (Earth Day)- Rained out, will be rescheduled. 

2. Request for memorial bench for Charlotte Baker to be placed at the circle.  County has to 

approve location.  

3. Summer Celebration- Residents voting now for date, June 3, 10, 17 or 24.  Once date is 

selected, approval will be asked for that date and location (tot lot at Sawyer) from Denese. Plans 

are to have a moon bounce for children, corn hole for adults,  food (meat, vegetarian dish), paper 

goods and drinks provided by Summerfield. Residents asked to being a dish/potluck.  Purpose, 

build new relationships and friendships within our residents and strengthen communication ties. 

RSVP will be required.  

 

 

Concern discussed previously.- Many residents expressed concern about parking on 

Summerfield streets, particularly Douglas Avenue and Finn. When cars are parked on both sides 

of the street, two way traffic is impossible due to lack of space.  Some residents feel cars should 

park in driveways and garages, and not on the street. Others feel our streets are designated one 

lane with parking on both sides.  Question was asked if residents could be made to park on only 

one side of the street to allow for two cars to pass without stopping and weaving in and out of 

parked cars, which is also a safety concern. Parking near mailboxes is not allowed nor is parking 

near a stop sign. A resident said she would contact the county for clarification of parking. Further 

discussion is needed. 

 

 Next Summerfield Village meeting- May 31, 2017 at the LLA Office  

Respectfully Submitted:  Sally Hoague, Samantha Hoague 

 


